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Abstract: Existing privacy preserving methods for electronic health data are working in the sequential order.

Such processing has disadvantages like time consuming operation, more memory requirement, and performance

reduction. To avoid this, delay free anonymization method working in the parallel form on large volume data is

proposed. In this method the preprocessing is applied in parallel form on the data before it is applied to privacy

preserving method. After preprocessing, the data is grouped followed by the operations of counterfeit generation

and l-diversity. To generate the counterfeit values analysis of past data is used. This reduces the time required to

calculate counterfeit sensitive values. The late validation is applied to reduce the effect of counterfeit value

added in the group. The data utility measures are applied to calculate the information loss and measure the

processing time. This proposed method is advantageous for real time health data applications, health monitoring

systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays many privacy preserving methods are available working on static data, dynamic data and data streams.

Data for electronic health records can be categorized as database, dataset and data stream. In the database, data

is present in the rows and columns format. It is systematically available in the table format. In the dataset, the

data is available in the file format. This data can be converted in the database format. In the data stream, the data

is generated in real time. In the static form of electronic health data, it is taken in the batches to process. Batch

data processing in sequential form has certain disadvantages. It suffers from time consuming operation, more

memory requirement, and performance reduction problems. If new tuple of electronic health data is inserted in

static data, it is required to process whole data again to apply privacy preserving method [1]. In the real time data

in the form of stream insert, update and delete operations are possible to make the data dynamic [2]. The data

can come from any distributed source [3]. The privacy preserving method is applied to the newly inserted tuple

only and not on the whole dataset. This reduces the time to process the data. The general approach for privacy
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preserving method is shown in Figure.1. In this utility measures are applied to the data after privacy preserving.

There should be balance between the privacy preservation and information loss. While doing the privacy

preservation, delay should be minimized for anonymization process.

The possible privacy attacks on the republished data after anonymization, are listed out in the Table 1.

The attacker can insert or delete his/her own fake record and observe the changes made to the privacy preserved

dataset to get the pattern or to identify the grouping of quasi and sensitive attributes. To avoid this possibility

the counterfeit past data analysis is added. In this paper we introduce new dynamic data streams privacy

preserving algorithm with reduced delay, works on parallel architecture and efficiently handles large amount

of data.

The work in the paper is organized as follows. Section II is about existing methods and models and related

work. Section III and IV describes research method and algorithm of the framework. Section V gives distributed

execution flow. Section VI comparison and section VII gives conclusion of this work

2. EXISTING METHODS AND MODELS FOR PRIVACY PRESERVING

Lot of work is carried out in data privacy. According to big data working group the security and privacy challenges

are divided in main four parts as 1) Infrastructure security 2) Data privacy 3) Data management 4)Integrity and

reactive security. Focusing on data privacy different methods for privacy preserving are like cryptography, attribute

based encryption, data anonymization [4], notice and consent and differential privacy.

2.1. Privacy preserving methods in demographics

In the Table 1 the privacy attacks and privacy models applicable to demographics [5] are listed. These methods

can be considered for relational data and the electronic health data coming from individual hospital [6]. In this

case the dataset is of patients of individual hospital and attacker can try to link the information in the dataset

with another dataset publicly available. For example in the hospital dataset even though the direct attributes like

name, SSN (social security numbers) are removed, it is possible to link the attributes with other dataset by using

indirect attributes.

Table 1

Privacy attacks and privacy models on demographics

Sr. no Attack Threat Privacy model

1 Record linkage Identity disclosure k-anonymity[7], (X-Y) anonymity[8], Multi R-anonymity[9]

2 Attribute linkage Attribute disclosure Bayes optimal privacy, entropy l-diversity, multiattribute l-diversity,

1) Homogeneity recursive(c,l) diversity[10]

2) Background

knowledge

3 Attribute linkage Attribute disclosure t-closeness, (N,T) closeness[11] , personalized privacy

1) Skewness attack

2) Similarity attack

4 Table linkage Membership disclosure - Presence, C- confidence -presence

Figure 1: General steps in privacy preserving
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Table 2

Aggregation privacy preserving techniques

Type of data Operation/ Advantage Drawback

algorithm

Structured Differential Inferences of record are individual, inde- Generate noisy summary statistics and does not

privacy[12] pendent of record present or not in dataset guarantee all attacks

Unstructured Homomorphic Popular data collecting technique for event Purpose specific, unsuitable for complex data

public key statistics. types.

encryption[13]

The attacks are mainly categorized in the Record linkage, attribute linkage, table linkage [18]. Identification

of individual can be done from the linkages [5]. To avoid the attacks, the privacy models mainly used are k-

anonymity, l-diversity, t-closeness, personalized privacy.

Table 3

Operations over encrypted data

Operation over encrypted data Technique of encryption Advantage Application

Privacy preserved query[14] Ciphertext–policy attribute Confidentiality and user Suitable for multidimensional

based encryption privacy in cloud big data search in heterogene-

ous distributed system  such as

cloud.

Secure full text retrieval over Hierarchical bloom filter index Secure and efficient privacy Cloud storage application

encrypted data[15] preserved index

Privacy preserving data sharing Ciphertext–policy attribute Fine grained access control Cloud for social application

scheme[16] based encryptionKey-policy [17], dynamic social attribute

attribute based encryption management, multiuser

searchable scheme

2.2. Privacy preserving aggregation

In the Table 2 the methods for aggregation technique for privacy preservation are listed. These are mainly

according to the structured and unstructured data.

2.3. Operations over encrypted data

Sensitive documents are kept private by using encryption technique. The Table 3 contains different techniques

of encryption. The sensitive documents and related keywords are encrypted. The privacy preserved query and

privacy preserved data sharing scheme can be used to access data from cloud server [19]. The applications for

encrypted data are widely available in cloud computing.

2.4. Privacy preserving Cosine similarity measure

Inter organization big data processing of the sensitive documents can be done using cosine similarity measure. In this

method the documents are represented as vector [20], [21].Rongxing Lu et.al in [22] used lightweight multi-party

random masking and polynomial aggregation techniques to calculate cosine similarity in privacy preserved form.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

3.1. The need and importance of the problem

The preprocessing of the health data after collection on single machine, takes much time. While applying the

anonymization process on preprocessed health data, sequential processing in terms of counterfeit generation, l-
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diversity and utility measures create delay. This delay should be reduced by parallelizing these tasks. Large

amount of data is created for patient related health data. There is need to process this large amount data and

republish the health data in privacy preserved form with minimum information loss. Our proposed framework

gives solution for all these problems.

3.2. Architecture

Figure 2 shows the architecture of proposed method. First part in the architecture is input dataset. Different

hospitals send the data. Such electronic health data is collected in one dataset. Collected data may be in the large

volume [3]. In the data model we are converting data in the suitable form. This step is called as preprocessing

and it is applied in the distributed fashion. This is done in parallel. Record source is kept to identify in case of

privacy breach.

Figure 2: Architecture of proposed method

In the second stage the Anatomy technique [23] is applied. The grouping is done as per the quasi and

sensitive attributes. Counterfeit generation, l-diversity and data utility calculations are dependant tasks and

need to be performed in sequential order. But in the parallel architecture, counterfeit generation can be

separated from other tasks. While one incoming tuple is applied for counterfeit generation, after finishing

this task that tuple is applied to l-diversity method to make sure attacker cannot apply similarity or skewness

attack [11]. Meanwhile new incoming tuple can be applied for counterfeit generation. After ensuring l-

diversity the tuple is applied to data utility calculations. So counterfeit generated new tuple can be applied

to l-diversity. In this way the task of counterfeit generation, l-diversity measure and utility measure is

parallelized to reduce the delay in anonymization. To generate the counterfeit value of sensitive attribute,

analysis of past data is used. Parallel processing can be applied in counterfeit generation, l-diversity and

data utility calculations.
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3.3. Past data analysis for counterfeit

The past data analysis can be used to make the counterfeit value management. The attacker can try to get the

pattern of counterfeit value generation by inserting repeated quasi identifier and changing sensitive values [2].

To avoid this in our framework we are using past data analysis. It stores the records for user and the counterfeit

value generated for those quasi identifiers. If record with same quasi identifiers is inserted again then counterfeit

value is not generated. It may be attacker trying to get the pattern of counterfeit values. In Table 4 input data

from the stream is collected. Different users inserted data with quasi identifiers age, sex and sensitive value as

Disease. In Table 5 past data analysis of counterfeit value is generated. Alice entered the record twice with

different disease. So first time the counterfeit is generated, but next time it is not generated. For Dis.B once

counterfeit is generated so next time for same disease it is not generated.

Table 4

Input data

User Age Sex Disease

Alice 24 Male Dis.A

Bob 32 Male Dis.B

Jon 28 Male Dis.C

Lisa 27 Female Dis.B

Alice 24 Male Dis.D

Table 5

Analysis of counterfeit past data

User Age Sex Disease Counterfeit (yes/no)

Alice 24 Male Dis.A yes

Bob 32 Male Dis.B yes

Jon 28 Male Dis.C yes

Lisa 27 Female Dis.B no

Alice 24 Male Dis.D no

4. ALGORITHM

In the Figure 3 algorithm for our framework is given. In the algorithm information loss ratio ( ILR) measure is

taken. It is compared against the information loss threshold (ILT). For the incoming input tuple the source

information is maintained. Preprocessing is performed in distributed fashion. Distributed processing flow is

explained in Figure 4.

For calculating the counterfeit values statistical analysis or past data is used to generate the sensitive

values. After generating the counterfeit values, l-diversity is maintained and information loss is calculated. If

diversity of sensitive values is more information loss may increase. To keep the balance between information

loss ratio and l-diversity, information loss threshold is maintained. If loss is more the counterfeit generation

process is repeated to maintain it.

5. DISTRIBUTED EXECUTION FLOW

In the Figure 4 distributed task execution flow is shown. On the master node our algorithm explained in Figure

3 is running. In that independent tasks are processed in distributed manner. Distributed execution supports large
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amount of data as input [24]. In preprocessing data model is formed by classifying the attributes in quasi and

sensitive identifiers.

This step can be performed in parallel fashion as data stream is coming from different hospitals. The

master node is running the algorithm. The input is taken from task queue. Efficiency of framework is increased

due to running the main algorithm on master node and the rest of the work is distributed. It generates the delay

in enqueue and dequeue operation but it is negligible over the advantages provided by this framework.

6. COMPARISON

6.1. Information loss

Comparison for the framework is done in two aspects. First is information loss and second is execution time.

Information loss (IL) after anonymization in tuple based method can be calculated as

IL= IL(quasi attributes)+IL(sensitive attributes)

Anonymization based on the generalization methods for privacy preservation affect with information loss

[23]. It is due to generalization of quasi attributes. Information loss in generalization method depends upon

number of quasi attributes taken for generalization. In continuous valued attributes, information loss depends

upon range of the attributes whereas it depends upon level of taxonomy for categorical attributes [2].

Figure 3: Algorithm for framework
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In our framework information loss due to anonymization is less than generalization techniques. As quasi

attributes are not going to generalize, information loss is comprised due to counterfeit value of sensitive attribute.

Counterfeit values are validated in the next stage so information loss due to counterfeit value is reduced [2].

6.2. Execution time

In the existing sequential approach, for the anonymization of data the total time required for execution is

Time =  preprocessing +  algorithm

In our framework the preprocessing is performed in distributed form. The N number of nodes is added to work

in parallel architecture. Algorithm will work on master node. In algorithm counterfeit generation, l-diversity and

information loss calculation parts can be parallelized. So in our framework using parallel architecture execution time

is

preprocessing + algoreithm
Time =

N 3

 

In our framework past data analysis is used. It avoids executing algorithm for creation of the counterfeit

values repeatedly. If user and quasi identifiers are matching with existing records then counterfeit algorithm will

not executed. It will be useful to enhance performance of framework.

7. CONCLUSION

The framework proposed for the electronic health data stream, working in parallel fashion. It produces better

results than sequential flow of anonymization. The delay free anonymization is improved by distributing the

dependant task like counterfeit generation, l-diversity and utility measure in parallel fashion.

Figure 4: Distributed Execution flow for framework
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